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FIRST AND FINAL SCENE. Picture a wasteland of an empty region, any region, time and place doesn't matter 
other than the fact that it is a hot and windy, forsaken by all lifeforms, dried-up desert. Two warriors, a 
man and a little girl, collapsed on the ground, dropping their rusty overused weapons, which without, 
they would have lost their lives. They collapsed not of hunger nor exhaustion, although they have not 
eaten nor rested for days. But, however, they collapsed on the radical differentiation of how life was 
meant to be lived after an unsuspected emergence from a deadly battle … 

Abbie {Overstressed}
That's it Bluebeard(1), that was my last kill.
Last time I destroy for I have grown ill.
I'm not doing it again – no, I won't!
Enough with the killing, because of it, I'm lower than a runt!
Enough with the slaughter, enough with the bloodshed!
I cannot bare to see another soldier lose his head!
I've had it and so have you,
Don't you dare tell me you don't think so too!

Bluebeard {Sympathetic}
You made up your mind, and that is fine,
But don't make up mine, for I am not yours to sign.
The war might be over, but there are battles still to be fought,
Let go of your desires and grasp what you've been taught.
I know it's not easy, but fighting them is a must,
If we wish freedom in me you should trust.
But I will not glue you to the battle zone,
For the choice is yours and yours alone:
Stay and ensure the cleansing of the land, or go and celebrate like a dunce.
Stop being selfish and think of your homeland for once!

Abbie {Furious}
Selfish? For the last 3 years I have been nothing but selfless!
I joined you on your slaughtering rampage of inglorious greatness.
I put my life in danger, and for what?
To close the invading door shut!
I kill rather than help; destroy rather than fix,
You think I enjoy this? I certainly do not do it for kicks!

(1) Bluebeard: The name Abbie calls her partner by. Seeing that he refused to tell her his name ever since they met, Abbie has been 
calling him that. PAGE 2



I want peace back too, Bluebeard, but whether you want to believe it or not,
The long war is over! The enemy is dead and the leftovers will be caught.
The troops can handle the remainings of the dark legion(1), hopefully without slaughter.
But as for us, this is it. We are through, we don’t have to fight anymore.

[From Bluebeard's stubborn look, Abbie knew he ignored her words.]
Your cold eyes look at me as though I am wrong,
As though the war is still on and will be very long.
Think what you wish but I am done.
Killing is second nature to you, but for me it's not fun.
Do what you must, put me in a shackle.
But know well, Bluebeard, that I refuse to tackle.

Bluebeard {Irritated}
Fine, if you want to flee so badly then go.
I, for one, won't stoop so low.
But don't waste your time and mine in such defense,
in a failure attempt of filling my head with your nonsense.

[Bluebeard picked up his weapon, turned his back and started walking away.]

Abbie {Worried}
What! You're going to battle anyway?
For sure, for shame, you will decay!
I can't leave you to go into battle by the company of yourself alone,
You'll get killed without me! Stripped down to your very last bone!

Bluebeard {Confident}
Ha! Little Girl, don't flatter yourself!
Without your help I placed skulls on my shelf!

Abbie {Sad}
It is the truth and you know it!
I'm a raging river in battle so don't compare me to a spit!
Bluebeard, don't go, not after all we've gone through.
Between us, once was, hate, but now transformed into sweet glue.
Bluebeard, what about your promise?
An afterlife of joy, of peace and bliss?
You spoke of settling down once the war was over,
Or was that a lie of a blood-thirsty eternal rover?

[Bluebeard dropped his weapon.]

Bluebeard {Ashamed}
I'm afraid those no longer await me in my way
A key to a door long since crumbled away,
And old shoes saved for a road that never was and never will be(2).
Do not be sad nor mad, for I've never meant to deceive thee.

Abbie {Furious}
You are a coward, Bluebeard, a spineless coward!
You act like a human but your heart is devoured!

(1) The dark legion is the name given by the natives for the invading enemy force.
(2) “A key to a … will never be”, meaning forgotten memories and abandoned dreams, is taken from Zora Neale Hurtson’s “How It 
Feels to Be Colored Me.” PAGE 3



Not only are you in battles a monster,
But even to those who think of you as a brother.
Your hairy deceiving face should be locked up in a zoo.
And to think I spent the better years of my life with you.

Bluebeard {Furious}
Damn it, Abigale! Shut your mouth when nothing good comes out!
Dreams and desired destinies get destroyed by war so don't shout! 
You're only 7 years old, what do you know about war?
I've fought in a million wars before you reached four!
I saw the death of the young, the strong and the weak,
But it's not my fault nor theirs, but this damn war's shriek!
People say no but the war draws us in,
It munches us up then spits us in her deadly spin.
War is ugly but what you had with it was no more than a fling,
So don't call me a coward because it's a sword you can't swing.
Thus it would only make sense that I'd lose my humanity,
Tell me, bigmouth, what do you know about this insanity?! 

Abbie {Defensive/Proud}
I know that my C flute(1) saved your butt more than you'll confess.
I know that without me your life would be more than a mess.
I know that your heater shield(2) has proven its self to you,
But without my aid in the last fight it wouldn't have came through.
I know that we're the best couplet(3) this land has ever seen,
Once our name is heard, the enemies flee and the battlefield's left clean.
I know that I don't need an armor just like you don't need a sword,
Because we excel in what we do, and peace is our reward.
I know that you act tough, act like you are protecting me,
But I know underneath that rocky exterior lies a scared boy, and I know you agree.
I know that you need me as much as I need you,
Because we have no families left, not even a few.
I know what you are thinking, what you want and what you feel,
I know that because our bond made me a part of you, a bond of crystal, a bond of steel.

Bluebeard {Determined}
If you know who I am than you know you cannot win,
You know that I won't quit even if it led to my fin.
If you really knew the man standing before you right now,
You wouldn't have tried to tame me like a horse or a cow!
I'm set to be a mountainmover(4), and won’t stop until I become one,
So forget settlement in this lifetime as it will never be done.

Abbie {Energetic}
Finally! The truth comes out! – A strange maneuver,
It’s all about being a damn mountainmover!

(1) The C Flute is short for 'western concert flute', a side-blown woodwind instrument made of steel.
(2) The heater shield is a direct descendant of the kite shield, and is popular in most battlefields. It's made of steel.
(3) Couplet is a team of two; a shielder and a flutist. The flutist plays notes weakening the foe's concentration while the shielder uses his 
shield to defend and offend whenever possible. They usually don't survive many battles unless if their bond is strong with one another.
(4) Legend has it that if a couplet excelled beyond all other fighting troops, achieving the rank of a two-man army, they are powerful 
enough to command the wind and reshape the land, thus called 'mountainmovers'. PAGE 4



Bluebeard {Persuasive}
My motive is set for a good cause,
It is noble, not like it once was.
This nation’s threat is still at large,
Their evil is weakened, but can still charge.
As long as a dark minion walks this precious earth,
Adolf’s(1) will can still give birth.
As a man of peace and one who wishes it,
It is our duty to wipe out the evils until they submit.

Abbie {Anxious}
But why a mountainmover? Why the long length?
Why go the distance when we have the strength?
Why journey through pain and time on an eternal quest?
Only to be supreme, to be known as the very best?
If we were losing I would not question your wish.
But the truth is we won, we won with your last swish(2)!

Bluebeard {Excited}
To ensure a safe future,
To prevent any danger.
I must become a mountainmover who is unchallenged,
One who is never doubted, dared or defeated.
A protector who will reshape the land to block the path of invasion,
A protector who will flower fears in every evil nation.
I will make the earth swallow any man who defiles this land,
Be it an army, the king, or a friend who in our faces would stand!

[Abbie looks at Bluebeard with a scare in her eyes. The sun has start to set.]
Look at the sun! – It's so peaceful and calm,
Yet could destroy us all without even lifting a palm.
You know me, kid, I'm the last one to be proud,
But the truth is I'm a lot like the sun, but with a cloud.
Appearances can be deceiving for the sun is good only from a distance.
If you get close you get burned into ashes and out of existence!
You die a horrible death, but the sun would not be aware,
And if it knew, the sun would not care.

[Abbie walked closer towards Bluebeard.]

Abbie {Furious}
You think I'm going to say you're nothing like the sun, but I will not.
You're right! In it's destructive flair you are caught!
The sun gives warmth to the ones it surrounds,
It nurtures and watches over them, and give them grounds.
But sadly, on top of it all, the sun sets every day.
It abandons them when they wish it would stay.
Leaving the ones who love it in the dark bitter cold,
But the sun must be sadder knowing that it will never have love to hold.
Yes the sun is cold, although in it fire and flame flow.
I don't mean to sound drastic, but the sun made me so.

(1) Adolf is a nickname given by the locals to the leader of the dark legion, named after Adolf Hitler for his cruel inhumane ideas.
(2) The sound the sword makes, but in this case, Bluebeard's shield. PAGE 5



Bluebeard {Puzzled}
I see you have grown cold of this war, but something is still odd,
I know my road and path, but you are on a different squad!
'Tis strange you do not wish the same fate,
After what your eyes had saw and what your heart had ate.
Your father's(1) murder, Eurydice and Roc's(2) fall,
Your kingdom's destruction and your freedom stole.

Abbie {Lonely/Remembering}
Don't get me wrong, my heart still aches,
In my dreams my father's death awakes.
And our friends – the heroic Eurydice and Roc the great,
They sacrificed their lives for this state.
When I first saw Roc I thought he was gentle and kind,
But when he sliced a dozen within a minute I changed my mind.
He was a ferocious falcon to a foe, but a flabby flower to a friend,
How I pitied those who met his flageolet's(3) end!
And when I first met Eurydice I became jealous,
I thought you and her were going to be more than fellas!

Bluebeard {Outbursting}
When I first met Eurydice I turned red alright!
But it wasn't of a blush, but of an aggravated will to fight! 
She insulted me when she attacked my choice of a weapon!
Unlike you I wasn't fooled by her looks and knew she was from hell not heaven!

[Bluebeard looked at his shield's insignia.]
She condescended on me because of the sign my shield holds,
Ignoring the powers which it unfolds,
Like an impulsive mother she informed me about other soldiers and what their shields carry,
The insignia of the royal crest, or of a brave dragon, or at least something scary,
She saw an eye as a strange symbol for representing one's strength,
But not I for I know an eye's true powers of a long life's length,
To drive away the evil eye – isn't that what one seeks when draws such a mark?
Or are you like a child believing the evil eye has no spark?
But she did believe in it as she herself had a third eye imprinted on her forehead,
When I confronted her she gave an answer which shouldn't have been said:
She laughed at me saying I wasn't that good to be envied,
That compared to her I wasn't a tree yet, but only a seed.
I raged with anger – I could have made murder her fate!
And here you thought I wanted her as a mate!

[Bluebeard looked at Abbie.]
But still what is remarkable is that you did not take defense,
Were you not insulted or were you too young to find in their words offense?
They called you an infant, a new toy, a baby bird,
Your reaction was inhumane after what your ears have heard!
You just sat their admiring them as they crossed the line!
How come your blue blood didn't boil as much as mine?

(1) The late good King.
(2) A rivaling couplet.
(3) A long flute with four finger holes and two thumb holes blown at the end instead of the side. PAGE 6



Abbie {Compassionate}
Because a person sees with his feelings and heart,
And what I saw was friends teasing us from the start.
I kept quiet, letting them have fun, and so did you,
Because deep down that's what friends do.
They knew their end was coming near, and that is why –
They played with us instead of cry.
You wanted to snap their necks, no! – That's far too gentle,
You wanted to jump like a monkey and go all mental!
You wanted to squeeze their skulls or throw them across the lands,
And you could have as I've seen you do it with your bare hands!
You're twice as big and and ten times stronger,
Yet you kept your hands to yourself, why I wonder?!
It's because you're not as you are seen,
Your heart is not evil but rather clean.
You're a good man, Bluebeard, you don't go off on just words,
Your tongue might, but not your swords(1).

Bluebeard {Humorous}
A hundred years younger than me and thinks she's wiser!
You really believe that a murderer like me is as good as a geyser?
Tell me this, oh wise girl, if we put other's wishes before our own,
How are we to become mountainmovers and reach that throne?

Abbie {Confident}
By being considerate, we are mountainmovers of peace,
Because of our kindness towards others, hatred would cease,
Killing is not the path, not what keeps a mountainmover's dream alive,
But overcoming such negative urges would lead to what we strive!
Don't you see what we're doing all along?
Our goal is noble, but our path is wrong!

[The sun had set leaving the sky dark. A cold breeze passed through Abbie and Bluebeard.]
It's hard to kill; to cut, to knife –
But its even harder to save a life.
The right thing to do is to restrain yourself from doing the devil's work,
You might think it's a weakness, but its not your thinking but your inner berserk!
You think you're the only one who wants to be a mountainmover? Guess again!
I'd love to, but can't because it would destroy my humanity – my kindness, slain.
There's more to life than endless killing that would open a route,
I'm sure there's a right way that will not dilute.

[Bluebeard picked up his shield in anger and disgust.]

Bluebeard {Furious}
I am not scared like you: I gladly give up humanity!
Hanging onto such weakness is nothing sorter than insanity!
But you are not the one to blame,
It's my mistake for trusting a dame!
I should have seen if from the way you're dressed,
That you would never be strong to go on such a quest!
You are a weakling –  Forget it, I'm through!
I truly regret the time I spent on you!

(1) i.e. hands. PAGE 7



[Exit Bluebeard.]

Abbie {Lonely}
Bluebeard, your anger has unleashed onto me lies,
Your exterior shell is thick, but I can hear your cries.
I know that you'll become a mountainmover at any cost,
But I truly hope that you do not cover your warmth with a frost.
I know you are scared, abandoned like a strand,
But do not worry, I won't let go of your hand.
We're heading the same way, but on the path we disagree,
But I am glad because above all, I certainly know you don't hate me.
Your words are cruel and your eyes are dark,
Your acts are cold, and your reputation is that of a shark.
But I know better than to get fooled by looks,
You might look scary, but you're not one of the crooks!
Your intention is good, and your soul does shine,
Walk away now, but you'll always be mine.

[Exit Abbie, heading after Bluebeard.]

***



the mountainmovers
a single-scened Poetic play by Yousef A. Mustafa

The nation had entered war from its most foul door. The king is 
murdered and an invading army has made routes to conquer the country. All who 
opposed were murdered on sight. The king's only child and heir, the 4 years old 
Princess Abigale, is left devastated and terrorized. Knowing that the dark legion 
was after her, she had to stay alive no matter what. Her survival was not for herself, 
but for her kingdom and her people.

Bluebeard is a serial killer who has spent the last 20 years rotting in 
prison. However, his chains were cut by Abbie to stop the war. She let him loose after 
explaining to him how much she needed his help. She wants to free her country at 
any cost, and knew that he is the strongest she's got. Bluebeard answered her cry 
and did not oppose as he loves freedom and his country as well.

Through their time spent with each other, they've grown and 
learned a lot from their partners. Abbie knows that Bluebeard murdered many people 
as he believes in 'the end justifies the means'. Because of the way how Abbie sympathies 
with people, Bluebeard sees Abbie softer. But Bluebeard sticked by her to protect her 
as he promised. When the time to fight the invaders came, the two warriors put aside 
their differences and aid each other in battle. Because of Abbie, Bluebeard's black 
heart had lightened up.

Now, it's been 3 years since they've picked up their weapons, but today they 
fought and defeated the last skillful unit the enemy had to offer, and with that 
the two had saved their country.

“The Mountainmovers” is written, illustrated and published by Yousef A. Mustafa. Made in Kuwait City 2010. For more
information regarding this poetic play or any other texts published by Kuwait Book, please contact me at q8bkman@gmail.com
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